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Overview of the study

This article examines the differences in the location of study of immigrant adults aged 25 to 64 with a university education (i.e., with at least a bachelor’s degree). It provides results by period of immigration (pre-1990, the 1990s, and the 2000s) and provides a more in-depth analysis of factors that are linked to the location of study for the most recent cohort of immigrants (i.e., those who immigrated in 2000 or later).

• In 2011, 75% of university-educated immigrants received their highest degree outside the country, while 25% obtained their highest degree in Canada. Of the 75% with a foreign degree, 64% obtained it from their birth country and 11% obtained it from a third country (i.e., neither their country of birth nor Canada).

• Of the 1.3 million university-educated immigrants aged 25 to 64, close to 750,000 entered the country in 2000 or later. Among these ‘recent immigrants’, 83% obtained their highest degree outside Canada, and 17% obtained their highest degree in Canada.

• Of the top-12 source countries for recent immigrants with a university education, those from the Philippines were the most likely to have studied in their birth country (at 95%). Conversely, immigrants from China and Iran were the least likely to have obtained their highest degree in their birth country (at 68%).

• Of the top-12 source countries for recent immigrants with a university education, those who were from France (23%) and Algeria (13%) were the most likely to have received their highest degree in Quebec, illustrating the close ties between language and location of study.

• Differences in the location of study between source countries remained for recent immigrants even after taking other background factors into account, including mother tongue, gender, field of study and type of degree.

Introduction

According to the 2011 National Household Survey (NHS), immigrants accounted for 21% of Canada’s overall population, and among those who immigrated to Canada between 2001 and 2011, 41% held a bachelor’s degree or higher. Yet immigrants are less likely than the Canadian-born to be employed, and those who are employed are more likely to be overqualified relative to their occupation. They are also less likely to be working in an occupation that matches their field of study. The degree to which immigrants experience these disadvantages varies according to how long they have been living in Canada, with more established immigrants (those who have lived in Canada 10 years or more) showing higher employment rates and education-to-occupation match rates than immigrants who have not been in Canada as long.

Other researchers have observed a decline in earnings of successive cohorts of immigrants over the last several decades and an increase in low-income rates since the 1980s. Several factors affecting the deterioration of immigrants’ economic outcomes have been noted, including the shift in immigrants’ composition from traditional European source countries and the United...
States to countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America, and the associated real and perceived changes in immigrants’ language, racial/ethnic and cultural background, as well as the quality and relevance of their education to the Canadian labour market. Other factors include the decline in the rate of return to pre-immigration labour market experience, and unfavourable labour market conditions for new entrants—the Canadian-born and immigrants alike.

Many factors have been identified as being important for the successful labour market integration of immigrants to Canada. The location of study of the highest degree earned, in particular, has been singled out by several researchers. Their studies indicate that immigrants who receive their highest degree in Canada share similar portability and comparability of their credentials in the marketplace with their Canadian-born counterparts. Studies conducted in other countries generally present similar conclusions—immigrants who obtained their degrees abroad have worse labour market outcomes than those who obtained their degrees in their adopted country.

This paper uses the National Household Survey (NHS) to study the location of study of foreign-born university graduates in Canada among adult immigrants aged 25 to 64, and who immigrated at age 17 or later (see Data sources, methods and definitions). In the first section of this paper, descriptive analyses present the location of study of university-educated immigrants by various characteristics, with a special focus on country of origin. In the second section, further to the analysis in the first section and using multivariate analyses to take other background factors into consideration, this paper examines whether source country differences in the location of study of recent immigrants remain when other factors are considered together in a probability model. Recent immigrants are chosen as they are the most relevant group for policy reasons related to recent education and labour market policy. In addition, the majority of university educated immigrants in Canada are recent immigrants.

Where are university-educated immigrants getting their degrees?

The location of study of university-educated immigrants can be grouped into two broad categories: (1) outside Canada and (2) inside Canada. These two groups can be further separated into four components: (1) the birth country of the immigrant, (2) a third country (i.e., not the country of birth or Canada), (3) Quebec, and (4) the rest of Canada. Studying in Canada is split into Quebec and the rest of Canada, owing in large part to the different countries of origin of immigrants, mother tongue, as well as the potential for different labour market outcomes of those studying in Quebec versus the rest of Canada. Readers should note that all third countries are grouped together even though they may include a heterogeneous mix of industrialized and less-industrialized parts of the world, with different linguistic origins and educational systems.

In 2011, three-quarters of university-educated immigrants to Canada earned their highest degree outside Canada—64% were obtained in the immigrant’s country of birth and 11% in a third country (Chart 1). About one-quarter earned their degrees in Canada, of which 6% were from Quebec and 19% from the rest of Canada. However, these proportions may vary depending on the characteristics of immigrants. These characteristics include factors such as the period of immigration and immigrants’ country of origin. These factors are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

Chart 1
Location of study of university-educated immigrants, aged 25 to 64, who immigrated to Canada at age 17 or over

University-educated immigrants and period of immigration

Of all university-educated immigrant adults in 2011 (representing about 1.3 million individuals aged 25 to 64), about 6 in 10 entered the country in 2000 or later (Chart 2). This trend reflects not only rising education levels among younger populations, but also immigration policies more favourable to, or more selective of, those with higher levels of education.12

The relationship between location of study and source country can be examined across three separate periods of immigration: (1) pre-1990, (2) 1990–1999, and (3) 2000–2011. Those who immigrated earlier were more likely to have obtained their degrees in Canada. More precisely, among immigrants who arrived before 1990, 47% obtained their highest university degree in Canada. Among those who arrived during the 1990s, this percentage was 28%, while for recent immigrants (those who arrived in 2000 or later) it was 17%.

The share of university-educated immigrants who received their highest degree, however, may vary by source country. Focusing on the composition of the top-12 largest source countries is revealing. In each of the three periods, the top 12 countries were the source of more than 60% of all university-educated immigrants in Canada.

During the pre-1990 years, the largest group of university-educated immigrants came from India, followed closely by the United States and Hong Kong, which together accounted for 27% of all university-educated immigrants during this period (Table 1). The location of study varied considerably by source country among immigrants who arrived in the pre-1990s. Among those who came from the Philippines, for example, nearly 9 in 10 obtained their degrees outside Canada. Other countries with a relatively large proportion of immigrants holding a foreign degree included Poland (78%) and India (76%). In contrast, Hong Kong had the lowest proportion of university-educated people with a foreign degree (24%), followed by immigrants from Vietnam (27%).

During the 1990s, the composition of the top 3 source countries shifted to China, followed by India and the Philippines, which together accounted for 31% of all university-educated immigrants during this period. The United States dropped to twelfth on the list while the United Kingdom—fourth in the pre-1990 years—did not make the top 12 during the 1990s.13 Among the top 12 countries, the Philippines continued to have the highest proportion of immigrants with a degree from outside Canada (at 90%), followed by the Russian Federation (89%) and Pakistan (84%). Of all 12 source countries, immigrants from Hong Kong continued having the lowest proportion with foreign degrees (41%) despite having a higher proportion than their counterparts who came to Canada before 1990.

In the most recent immigration period since 2000, the three source countries with the highest numbers remained China, India and the Philippines. These three countries made up almost 40% of all university-educated immigrants who came during this period.14
The country with the highest proportion of foreign-educated immigrants was again the Philippines (96%). At the other end of the spectrum, France (74%) and China (76%) had the lowest proportions. However, the top 12 countries were separated by fewer differences than those who arrived in the 1990s and before 1990.

Across all three immigrant-arrival cohorts, four countries consistently made the top 12 list: India, the Philippines, China and Iran. Each of these countries showed an increase over time in the number of highly educated immigrants entering Canada, particularly China, which saw its number of university-educated immigrants increase from less than 10,000 during the pre-1990 years to more than 100,000 in the 2000s.

For all four countries, the most recent cohort had the highest percentage of immigrants with a degree from outside Canada. The cross-cohort variations were smaller for the Philippines—the proportion varied between 89% in the pre-1990 years to 96% in the post-2000 years. Among Chinese immigrants, in contrast, the rate varied from 40% in the pre-1990 years to 76% during the post-2000 period. Such differences could indicate that more time spent in Canada is associated with a higher probability of completing a Canadian degree, but they could also be due to cohort-specific effects.

Even in the most recent cohort of immigrants, however, the top 12 countries were still characterized by significant differences in location of study. In the remainder of this paper,
the focus will be on the most recent cohort of immigrants (who arrived in 2000 or later), also called “recent immigrants”. Since a Canadian degree often represents a key ingredient of labour market integration among recent immigrants, and given that immigrants who arrived after 2000 accounted for 59% of the total university-educated immigrant population in Canada, examining the factors associated with the probability of having a Canadian degree is particularly important for this population.

Location of study differences by source country of recent immigrants

In this section, the focus is on the most recent cohort of immigrants distributed across four locations of study, broken down by whether the highest degree was obtained inside or outside Canada: (1) birth country, (2) a third country other than Canada or the country of birth, (3) Quebec, and (4) the rest of Canada.

Of the top 12 source countries with the largest number of immigrants in the 2000s, those who came from the Philippines (the third-largest source country of recent university-educated immigrants to Canada) were the most likely to study outside Canada (96%)—95% studied in the Philippines and 1% studied in a third country (Table 2).

In contrast, immigrants from France were the least likely to study outside Canada (74%)—69% studied in France and 5% studied elsewhere. India and Pakistan, the second- and fourth-largest source countries of university-educated immigrants to Canada, respectively, had a similar pattern of location of study as the Philippines—close to 90% received their highest degree outside Canada, with the vast majority of these degrees obtained in the immigrants’ country of birth. Of note, 76% of Chinese immigrants (who made up the largest sending country of university-educated immigrants to Canada between 2000 and 2011) obtained their highest degree outside Canada—68% of whom obtained their degree in China and 8% in a third country.

Among immigrants who studied in a third country, those born in the Russian Federation were the most likely to study in a country other than their country of birth or Canada (19%). Some of this higher proportion may be due to the dissolution of the U.S.S.R., which ceased to exist in 1991. Otherwise put, some of these immigrants may have studied in different republics within the former U.S.S.R., which are now separate countries.12

Algeria and Iran also had a proportionately higher share of immigrants who studied in a third country (12% and 11%, respectively). More than two thirds of Algerian graduates who studied in a third country obtained their highest degree in France prior to immigrating to Canada, which illustrates the likely importance of language on location of study. Meanwhile, Iranian immigrants who studied in a third country did so most frequently in the United States (27%), followed by the United Kingdom (16%) and France (9%).

Of the recent immigrants who obtained their highest degree in Canada, 72%18 studied in a province other than Quebec—Ontario was the most common provincial destination, followed by British Columbia and Alberta. Location of study in Canada by the foreign-born appears to be split along linguistic lines. For example, immigrants from France and Algeria have the highest proportions that studied in Quebec (23% and 13%, respectively). Meanwhile, immigrants from China had the highest proportion of immigrants who studied in the rest of Canada (at 20%).19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location of Study</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birth country</td>
<td>Third country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>68.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>84.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>78.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>68.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>79.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>81.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>69.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>74.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>78.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>69.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other countries</td>
<td>61.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Use with caution.  
1. University-educated immigrants aged 25 to 64 who immigrated to Canada between 2000 and 2011 and who were aged at least 17 at the time of immigration.  
**Relationship between mother tongue and location of study**

Many other background factors (part of an immigrant’s life prior to immigration) may also influence the location of study. Of the variables measured in the NHS, two background factors that could impact the decision about where to study are gender and mother tongue. Men and women not only have unequal attendance and graduation rates from postsecondary institutions across the world, but also have a different propensity to emigrate from their country of birth. Mother tongue also has a substantial impact on the location of study as native French speakers may be more likely to choose end destinations with a common linguistic history. Similarly, native Anglophones are more likely to choose countries/regions of study where English is the dominant language. Immigrants whose mother tongue is neither English nor French, meanwhile, may be more likely to remain in their country of birth to study.

Among recent immigrants, mother tongue was significantly associated with the location of the highest university degree. More precisely, about 24% of immigrants whose mother tongue is French studied in Quebec, whereas only about 2% of immigrants whose mother tongue is English studied in Quebec (Chart 3). In contrast, about 15% of recent immigrants whose mother tongue is English studied in a province other than Quebec, whereas 4% of Francophone immigrants obtained their highest degree outside Quebec.

Moreover, studying in a third country also appears to be slightly favoured by Francophone immigrants as 17% chose a third country for their highest degree, compared with about 11% for those whose mother tongue is English or another language. Immigrants whose mother tongue is French and who obtained a degree in a third country mainly chose France as that third country (43% chose France). It should be kept in mind, however, that of all university-educated immigrants who entered Canada since 2000, 5% listed French as their mother tongue, while the vast majority (81%) had neither French nor English as their mother tongue.

In terms of gender, among recent immigrants to Canada, women had a higher probability than men of studying in their country of birth. In addition, men were slightly more likely than women to study in Canada or in a third country.

**Other factors related to location of study**

Other factors that may be related to location of study for recent immigrants and that are measurable with NHS data include the type of university degree obtained (or the highest level of educational attainment, such as a bachelor’s or master’s degree or a PhD) and field of study.

The level of education is an important consideration for labour market success for both the Canadian-born and immigrant population. Previous research has found that immigrants with a university degree higher than a bachelor degree obtained a job match (i.e., they were more likely to find a job in Canada that matched their level of education and intended occupation prior to migration).

---

**Chart 3**

**Location of study of recent¹ university-educated immigrants, by mother tongue**
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</table>

1. University-educated immigrants aged 25 to 64 who immigrated to Canada between 2000 and 2011 and who were aged at least 17 at the time of immigration.

**Note:** Respondents with more than one mother tongue were considered as “French” or “English” if they listed one official language and a non-official language as their mother tongue. A very small portion of respondents listed both English and French as mother tongues. These were allocated on the basis of country of birth and location of study information.

**Source:** Statistics Canada, National Household Survey, 2011.
Differences in the location of study of university-educated immigrants

quicker than those who only had a bachelor’s degree. The main reason is that higher levels of education are valued more in the labour market among employers regardless of whether they are needed, and this may be even more important for the immigrant population educated outside Canada.

Among recent immigrants, 79% of those whose highest degree was at the bachelor’s level obtained it in their country of birth, compared with 60% of recent immigrants who obtained a master’s degree or higher in their country of birth. At the same time, the accumulation of education higher than a bachelor’s degree is more common among immigrants who studied outside their country of birth—whether the advanced degree was obtained in Canada or a third country.

The chosen field of study has important implications for the labour market since not all fields of study yield the same returns. Graduates from the science, technology, engineering, mathematics and computer science fields (also known as ‘STEM’ fields) typically have higher earnings than graduates from humanities, arts and social science programs. Therefore, it is important to know in what field of study immigrants are obtaining their highest degree.

Across the entire cohort of immigrants who arrived since 2000, the most common field of study was business, management and public administration (22%), while the least common was education (5%). Other important fields of study among recent immigrants included engineering (21%) and the humanities, social sciences and law (19%).

Recent immigrants whose higher degrees were in business, management and public administration were more likely to have a Canadian degree as were those who had a degree in mathematics and computer science (Chart 4). In both cases, about one in five had a degree from Canada. These two fields also had the largest proportions of immigrants who studied in third countries, as did those with a degree in science and technology (13% each). Immigrants who had degrees from other fields of study were more likely to have studied in their birth country, with percentages above 75%.

Lastly, there is a link between age at immigration and location of study. As expected, immigrants who arrived at a younger age are more likely to have a Canadian degree than those who arrived later. Among recent immigrants who immigrated to Canada between the ages of 17 and 24, almost half (47%) completed their highest degrees in Canada. This proportion decreases to less than one fifth (19%) among those who immigrated to Canada between the ages of 25 and 34, and to less than one in ten (8%) among those who arrived between the ages of 35 and 44.

Such results support the idea that immigrants who arrive later in age are less likely to engage in post-secondary studies in Canada, but may also reflect a reverse causality effect whereby the location of study may also impact the age at immigration. This is because many immigrants enter the country first on the basis of a study permit, and eventually become immigrants after the completion of a degree in Canada.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location of study of recent¹ university-educated immigrants, by field of study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Field of study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth country</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. University-educated immigrants aged 25 to 64 who immigrated to Canada between 2000 and 2011 and who were aged at least 17 at the time of immigration.

Note: The categories “Science and Technology”, “Math and Computers” and “Engineering” are based on the Statistics Canada recommended standard on STEM, while the other categories are based on the primary groupings of the 2011 Classification of Instructional Programs. See Data sources, methods and definitions for additional details.

Differences in the location of study of university-educated immigrants

Location of study differences between source countries remain even after accounting for other factors

Previous sections indicated that a number of characteristics may affect the location of study of university-educated immigrants who recently entered Canada. In this section, these factors are simultaneously accounted for in a multinomial regression model and presented as marginal effects—with other words, as differences in predicted probabilities between the reference category and other categories of each variable. Specifically, the variables included in the model are source country, gender, mother tongue, highest level of education and field of study. The dependent variable, location of study, has four categories based on where respondents said they obtained their highest postsecondary diploma: (1) country of birth, (2) a third country, (3) Canada, in a province other than Quebec, and (4) Quebec. All marginal effects are expressed as a difference from the reference category.

Most adjusted results confirm the results shown in the descriptive analysis. For instance, the adjusted results confirm that immigrants born in the Philippines who arrived in Canada between 2000 and 2011 were the most likely to study in their birth country. More precisely, immigrants from the Philippines were 26 percentage points more likely than those from China to have obtained their highest degree at home prior to coming to Canada (Table 3), for an overall predicted probability of 95% (compared with China’s 69%). After the Philippines, the countries with the highest probabilities of immigrants studying in their birth country were France, India and the United States, with adjusted probabilities that were 20 points, 17 points and 14 points higher than China’s, respectively (or predicted probabilities that amounted to 89%, 86% and 83%). Among the top-12 source countries, only Iran and the Russian Federation did not have probabilities that differed significantly from China’s, indicating that immigrants from these three countries were the least likely to have a degree from their home country (all else equal).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location of study</th>
<th>Birth country</th>
<th>Third country</th>
<th>Rest of Canada</th>
<th>Quebec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top 12 source countries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. China (ref.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. India</td>
<td>0.174*</td>
<td>-0.026*</td>
<td>-0.122*</td>
<td>-0.027*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Philippines</td>
<td>0.260*</td>
<td>-0.054*</td>
<td>-0.174*</td>
<td>-0.032*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Pakistan</td>
<td>0.124*</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-0.104*</td>
<td>-0.025*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Iran</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0.028*</td>
<td>-0.028*</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. South Korea</td>
<td>0.098*</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.079*</td>
<td>-0.020*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Romania</td>
<td>0.113*</td>
<td>-0.034*</td>
<td>-0.132*</td>
<td>0.053*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. United States</td>
<td>0.140*</td>
<td>-0.050*</td>
<td>-0.126*</td>
<td>0.036*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Russian Federation</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.110*</td>
<td>-0.114*</td>
<td>-0.014*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Algeria</td>
<td>0.096*</td>
<td>0.049*</td>
<td>-0.196*</td>
<td>0.051*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Colombia</td>
<td>0.087*</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>-0.115*</td>
<td>0.031*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. France</td>
<td>0.203*</td>
<td>-0.047*</td>
<td>-0.166*</td>
<td>0.009*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other countries</td>
<td>-0.046*</td>
<td>0.098*</td>
<td>-0.079*</td>
<td>0.026*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mother tongue</th>
<th>English only</th>
<th>French only</th>
<th>Other (ref.)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male (ref.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.028*</td>
<td>-0.021*</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>-0.003*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Highest university degree | Bachelor’s degree or diploma/certificate above bachelor’s | Medical degree / master’s / PhD (ref.) | |
|---------------------------|----------------------------------------------------------|----------------------------------------|
| Male (ref.) | | | |
| Female | 0.159* | -0.105* | -0.035* | -0.018* |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of study</th>
<th>Science and Technology</th>
<th>Math and Computers</th>
<th>Engineering (ref.)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male (ref.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-0.010*</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.013*</td>
<td>-0.004*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math and Computers</td>
<td>-0.071*</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.003*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering (ref.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (ref.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>-0.018*</td>
<td>0.035*</td>
<td>-0.008*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>-0.103*</td>
<td>0.029*</td>
<td>0.060*</td>
<td>0.013*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business/Management/Public Administration</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>-0.012*</td>
<td>0.024*</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>-0.005*</td>
<td>0.014*</td>
<td>-0.004*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanities/Social Science/Law</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically different from the reference (ref.) category (p<0.05)
1. University-educated immigrants aged 25 to 64 who immigrated to Canada between 2000 and 2011 and who were aged at least 17 at the time of immigration.
2. The categories “Science and Technology”, “Math and Computers” and “Engineering” are based on the Statistics Canada recommended standard on STEM, while the other categories are based on the primary groupings of the 2011 Classification of Instructional Programs. See Data sources, methods and definitions for additional details.

Notes: Predicted probabilities are based on multinomial logistic regressions. The marginal effects are at the mean.

Conversely, immigrants from China remained the most likely to have a degree from the rest of Canada, with a predicted probability of 21%. Immigrants from all other top-12 source countries were less likely than those from China to have studied in the rest of Canada, especially those from Algeria (indicating that the probability of studying in provinces other than Quebec was close to 0 for Algerians), the Philippines and France.

Contrary to what the descriptive results suggested above, however, immigrants from Algeria had the highest probability of having studied in Quebec (along with Romanian immigrants). For instance, among Algerian immigrants, the predicted probability of studying in Quebec—even after other factors such as language were taken into account—was about 8%. French immigrants were significantly less likely to have a degree from Quebec according to the model results than they were according to the descriptive results (which indicated that 23% of recent French immigrants obtained their degrees in Quebec, compared with a predicted probability of 4% in the multivariate model). This suggests that, for French immigrants, language is likely a dominant factor in the location of study.

The remaining differences between source countries could be the result of circumstances that cannot be measured using survey data. These factors could include country-specific effects, other personal characteristics that are not measured in survey data, or the effect of incentives from immigration programs, for example. Such results tend to confirm, however, that not all countries are necessarily equal when it comes to having the education credentials that are often deemed necessary for integration into the Canadian labour market.

Other factors associated with location of study are also significant

As was the case in the descriptive results, immigrants whose mother tongue is French were more likely than immigrants whose mother tongue is English or another language to obtain their highest degree in Quebec. Immigrants whose mother tongue was neither English nor French (about 80% of this sample) were more likely to obtain a degree in their country of birth, and Anglophone immigrants were more likely to obtain a degree in a Canadian province other than Quebec. These patterns highlight sociolinguistic preferences among immigrants regarding their choice of location for obtaining their highest level of education.

Immigrant women arriving in Canada since 2000 had a slightly higher probability of obtaining a degree in their birth country—about 3 percentage points higher than for immigrant men. Conversely, immigrant women had a lower probability than men of obtaining a degree from a third country. Other gender differences were relatively small.

Compared with recent immigrants who obtained a graduate degree,28 those who completed only a bachelor’s degree were more likely to have done so in their country of birth, by a margin of about 16 percentage points. In contrast, immigrants who completed only a bachelor’s degree were less likely to have done so in a third country than their counterparts with a graduate degree by a margin of almost 11 percentage points. This suggests that recent immigrants are more likely to obtain their bachelor’s degrees in their country of birth and more likely to obtain their graduate degrees in a location other than their country of birth.

Lastly, the results showed some differences between engineering and other fields of study in choice of location for obtaining the highest degree. For instance, graduates from engineering programs had a probability of studying in their country of birth that was about 7 and 10 percentage points higher than for those who studied in math and computer and business-related programs.

Conclusion

Because immigrants represent a growing portion of Canada’s labour force, it is important to understand the issues related to the successful integration of immigrants into the labour market. The place where immigrants obtain their degrees, in particular, matters for labour market outcomes, as immigrants who receive their degrees outside Canada may have a less successful transition into the Canadian labour market, both in terms of earnings and finding a position that closely matches their level of education and field of study. As a result, it is important to know where immigrants obtain their highest level of education.

The current study found that 75% of university-educated immigrants to Canada received their degrees outside Canada—64% in their country of birth and 11% in a third country. Among recent immigrants who have entered Canada since
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2000, the proportion who obtained their highest degree outside Canada was even larger (84%). The distribution of earned degrees is not spread evenly, however, as some groups have a disproportionate share of foreign-educated immigrants. Variations by country of birth are especially noticeable even among recent immigrants, as those from certain countries had a much higher probability of having studied in their birth country (such as the Philippines), while those from other countries (such as China) had a higher probability of having studied in Canada.

Because immigrant source countries to Canada have changed over time, and since recent immigrants are those who likely face the most labour market integration challenges, this study examined whether recent immigrants were characterized by location of study differences by source country—after a range of other background factors such as mother tongue, gender, field of study, and type of degree earned were taken into account. For the most part, the multivariate results revealed that location of study differences between source countries remained after accounting for other background factors. The analysis also confirmed that the choice of location for receiving one’s highest degree is also related to mother tongue. Immigrants whose mother tongue is French are most likely to study in Quebec; immigrants whose mother tongue is English are more likely to study in a Canadian province other than Quebec; and immigrants whose mother tongue is other than English or French are more likely to study in their country of birth. Other background factors, such as gender and field of study, appear to have a lower but significant impact on the location of study of recent immigrants.

Darcy Hango is a researcher with Insights on Canadian Society. Lynn Hamilton is an analyst with the Income Statistics Division. Sarah Jane Ferguson is a senior analyst and John Zhao is chief of Census, Analysis and Special Projects Section in the Tourism and Centre for Education Statistics Division at Statistics Canada.

Data sources, methods and definitions

Data sources

This study uses data from the 2011 National Household Survey (NHS). The NHS benefits from a large sample size and the inclusion of a location of study variable for those with a postsecondary degree or diploma. The NHS was distributed to about 30% of (or about 4.5 million) Canadian households. For purposes of this study, the following restrictions for inclusion were made to the original file: (1) respondents with a bachelor’s degree or higher, (2) respondents who immigrated to Canada at age 17 or over, (3) respondents aged 25 to 64. The sample excludes non-permanent residents, and represented 1,261,830 immigrants living in Canada in 2011.

In this analysis, three immigration periods are examined: those who arrived in Canada between 2000 and 2011 (also called “recent immigrants”); those who arrived between 1990 and 1999, and those who arrived in the pre-1990 years. Given the restrictions specified above, the pre-1980 period covers those entering Canada between 1963 and 1989. However, those who came in the 1960s and the 1970s represented a smaller portion of the overall sample. In contrast, recent immigrants (who came in 2000 or later) numbered 742,070 and represented nearly 60% of all university-educated immigrants in Canada. Since they are more likely to face the most difficulty integrating into the labour market, this paper puts more emphasis on immigrants who arrived in 2000 or later. Similar location of study differences between countries were found when the sample was restricted to immigrants who arrived between 2006 and 2011, although the sample size did not allow for a replication of the multinomial analysis.

The field of study variable used in this analysis (shown in Chart 4 and Table 3) conforms to a Statistics Canada recommended standard regarding STEM groupings (science, technology, engineering, mathematics and computer science). As per the recommended standard, the “Science and Technology” category combines the two categories of “Science” and “Technology, except engineering technology”; the “Math and Computers” category stands for the category of “Mathematics and computer sciences” in the recommended standard; and “Engineering” stands for “Engineering and engineering technology” in the recommended standard. The remaining categories are similar to those from the primary groupings of the Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP), except for any codes that have been moved to one of the STEM categories. For example, “Health” corresponds to “Health and related fields” in the 2011 CIP, while “Humanities, Social Science and Law” combines the two categories of “Humanities” and “Social and behavioural sciences and law” in the 2011 CIP. Readers are invited to consult the Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) Canada 2011 for additional details.
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Notes

1. See the 2011 National Household Survey (Statistics Canada 2011) for these estimates.
2. See Plante (2010).
7. See Aydemir and Skuterud (2004), and Picot and Hou (2003).
8. See Picot et al. (2009), and Picot and Sweetman (2012).
9. For example, Rollin (2011) found, after controlling for sociodemographic variables including region of birth, that immigrants who pursued postsecondary education in Canada had higher income in later years. Buzdugan and Halli (2009) used the 2002 Ethnic Diversity Survey and had similar findings—foreign degrees are often devalued resulting in lower earnings. Lastly, using 2006 Census data, Ewoudou (2011) studied the labour market outcomes of immigrants by location of study and found considerable differences.
10. Examples of such studies include Kaushal (2011) for the United States and Friedberg (2000) for Israel.
13. The United Kingdom, however, was ranked number 14, with 6,656 immigrants during this period.
14. The number of immigrants from Hong Kong with a university degree declined significantly from the 1990s when they ranked fourth to the 2000s when they ranked thirty-seventh. Many Hong Kong immigrants came to Canada in the 1990s prior to the transfer of sovereignty of Hong Kong from the United Kingdom to China in 1997, and the number declined significantly afterwards.
15. The results for immigrants from the Philippines may have been influenced by the Live-in Caregiver Program, which allows qualified individuals from foreign countries to obtain a temporary work permit to provide care to children, elderly individuals, or persons with disabilities in Canada. To apply, participants must have some degree of experience as a caregiver or in a related occupation. The program allows participants to apply for permanent residency after a determined period. Statistics compiled by Citizenship and Immigration Canada indicate that the source country that had the most permit holders in the Temporary Foreign Workers Programs (of which the Live-in Caregiver Program is a part) was the Philippines in each year between 2004 and 2013 (see http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/resources/statistics/facts2013/temporary/3-3.asp).
16. In support of this point, some supplementary analysis using individual year of arrival showed that, in 2000, 78% of immigrants obtained their degrees outside Canada—by 2005, it had increased to 83%, and in 2010 it was 91%.
17. The 19% of Russian-born university graduates who studied in a third country identified the following locations of study, in order of most prevalent: Ukraine, U.S.S.R. (possibly the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic, or any other of the 15 republics that formed the U.S.S.R.), Israel and the United States.
18. This number was derived using the estimates for the proportion of recent immigrants whose highest degree was from the rest of Canada (0.1184), and from Quebec (0.0469): 0.1184 / (0.1184 + 0.0469).
19. According to Chen (2007), respondents in their sample of immigrants to Ontario universities from Hong Kong, China, Japan, Korea and Taiwan said that pull factors from Canada related especially to the ‘Canadian environment’ (i.e., that it is safe, diverse and multicultural) exerted the most influence on their decision to study in Canada, while pull factors related to the institution itself (such as quality and ranking) also played a crucial role.
21. This finding may be indicative of lower migration rates for young women, or it may reflect potential cultural differences in developing countries where more value is typically placed on the son’s than the daughter’s education, although this gap may be closing (see Grant and Behrman, 2010).
22. See Frank (2013).
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24. According to Lu and Hou (forthcoming), a large proportion of those who obtain the status of international students eventually become permanent residents.

25. Given the link between age at immigration (and year of immigration) and location of study, these variables have not been included in the model described in this section because of the reverse causality effect between these variables. However, these variables were added in supplementary model specifications and their inclusion had no substantial effect on the results.

26. The higher probabilities obtained by immigrants of French or American origin, however, could suggest that these immigrants might experience fewer difficulties getting their educational credentials recognized on the Canadian labour market.

27. It is important to note, however, that the language variable does not capture second language effects that could also have an impact on the location of study, for instance in the case of French-speaking Algerians, or English-speaking Filipinos.

28. This includes immigrants with degrees in medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine and optometry, as well as master’s degrees and earned doctorate degrees.
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